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Abstract We study a new research problem, where an implicit information retrieval
query is inferred from eye movements measured when the user is reading, and used
to retrieve new documents. In the training phase, the user’s interest is known, and
we learn a mapping from how the user looks at a term to the role of the term in the
implicit query. Assuming the mapping is universal, that is, the same for all queries in
a given domain, we can use it to construct queries even for new topics for which no
learning data is available. We constructed a controlled experimental setting to show
that when the system has no prior information as to what the user is searching, the eye
movements help significantly in the search. This is the case in a proactive search, for
instance, where the system monitors the reading behaviour of the user in a new topic.
In contrast, during a search or reading session where the set of inspected documents is
biased towards being relevant, a stronger strategy is to search for content-wise similar
documents than to use the eye movements.
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1 Introduction

Current information retrieval (IR) systems rely mostly on explicit, typed queries,
combined with explicit feedback telling the system which of the search results were
relevant. The relevance feedback is used to refine the query, and the search converges
iteratively towards more relevant documents. The standard web search engines are sim-
plified versions of this scheme; they take advantage of the large scale which allows
inferring general relevance of documents from link data.

A main problem of this traditional IR paradigm is that formulating good textual
queries is a challenging task even for experienced users (Turpin and Scholer 2006).
Moreover, query-based searches are only possible if the user knows her information
need. The need may also be tacit; there may exist very useful documents that the
user does not even try to search, or in a milder form the true interest or information
need may be ambiguous to the users. In all these cases it is difficult or impossible to
formulate a query explicitly. It would be ideal if the system could infer the interests
of the users while they work, and then have some suggestions readily available when
the users ask for help. We call this task proactive information retrieval.

A proactive information retrieval system would additionally solve the problem that
giving explicit feedback is laborious. Such a system would use implicit feedback to
infer relevance. Several forms of implicit feedback have been used (Kelly and Teevan
2003), of which at least click-stream data, time spent during reading, amount of scroll-
ing, and exit behaviour have been found to help in predicting explicit feedback ratings
(Claypool et al. 2001; Fox et al. 2005; Joachims et al. 2005). While these sources are
readily available and useful, they offer limited information about a user’s interests and
intentions, and the predictions are far from perfect. Hence it is important to continue
searching for new sources of feedback that could be used to complement the existing
ones.

Our suggestion is to use implicit feedback from the observed gaze pattern as an
alternative or complementary source to infer the users’ intentions. Eye tracking has
already been shown to be useful in user modelling: in inferring cognitive states, traits,
and performance of the user for personalization purposes and for interaction adapta-
tion (Conati and Mertena 2007, and review of earlier works therein). Moreover, eye
movements have been shown to be useful in inferring relevance of documents to be
used as relevance feedback (Puolamäki et al. 2005). Hence it is imaginable that eye
tracking would be useful in inferring other, even more subtle cues about user interests.

We combine the eye movements with the textual content of the documents in a
novel way: we use the eye movements to formulate an IR query, which is then used to
rank unseen documents with respect to their relevance to the current interests of the
user.

In this paper we study the feasibility of this approach. The practical motivation is
that eye tracking equipment is becoming cheaper and smaller, and eye tracking data is
soon expected to be cheaply available for most applications. If the data turns out to be
useful it is then sensible to use eye tracking recordings to complement other sources.
The more exciting motivation is that eye tracking data may provide more subtle cues
about the users’ interests compared to lower level, time-based features, as has been
found in studies of users’ meta-cognition (Conati and Mertena 2007).
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Since we expect the eye movement patterns to be very noisy, we study two
approaches. The more challenging task is to (1) construct a query from eye move-
ments alone. The easier one is to (2) construct a query by combining information from
implicit relevance feedback from eye movements and explicit relevance feedback.

Implicit queries have earlier been constructed based solely on the texts the user is
working on (Czerwinski et al. 1999; Dumais et al. 2004); in this work we combine this
research tradition with more focused eye tracking-based inferences on which parts
of the document are interesting. This is a feasibility study investigating whether eye
tracking gives valuable information in this task. If it does, the methods can then be
optimized and tailored in later studies.

The texts the user is working on could alternatively be interpreted as the context
of the user and used to complement explicit queries (Budzik and Hammond 2000). In
this work we assume explicit queries are not available, as in earlier works on implicit
queries. This setting is commonplace when browsing interesting documents without a
clear goal, and in the beginning of a more focused browsing session. If explicit queries
are available, the implicit queries inferred from eye tracking could naturally be used
to complement them according to existing principles.

To test the new approach, we devise a controlled experimental setting, in which
test subjects read through short text snippets searching for documents related to a
given topic. During the reading the users’ eye movements are recorded with an eye
tracking device. We extract term-specific eye movement features for each document
the user reads. The features are then used for predicting importance of the term for
the search task. The setup is an extended version of our earlier work (Puolamäki et al.
2005).

To learn a model we need a set of training data where the ground truth is known, but
we cannot assume that we will have training data that is representative of all possible
(implicit) queries. Hence, the model should be such that it generalizes to new queries.
For that purpose we assume that there is a link between relevance or interest and eye
movements, and that this link is, to a reasonable extent at least, independent of the
actual topic and query. Then a model of the link can be learned from training data
about a subset of possible queries, and it will generalize to new ones. In this paper we
formulate such a model and test empirically whether the assumption about a universal
link between interestingness and eye movements is useful.

We study whether there is information about interests in the eye movements, and
whether it can be extracted by models that make the above-mentioned assumptions.
Furthermore, we study whether the usefulness of the inferred interests varies as a
function of the amount of system’s prior knowledge of the target user topic; while
for a new query there is no information available about the potential interesting-
ness of new documents, for a topic already studied for some time there is additional
information to be leveraged as well. Namely, the proportion of relevant documents
among the set of read documents is higher than in the unread ones, due to the search
process so far, and this bias can be utilized in making a content-based proactive
search.

As another case study, we investigate whether combining eye movements with doc-
ument features would help in the standard IR task where explicit relevance feedback
is available for a subset of the documents.
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2 Earlier work

There has been a lot of interest in implicit relevance feedback techniques in the
information retrieval community because they may complement or replace explicit
feedback, and thus decrease the need to burden the user. Several implicit feedback
measures have been studied before. The literature review by Kelly and Teevan (2003)
shows that implicit feedback can indeed improve IR accuracy but there is no consensus
about which implicit measures are the most effective.

Claypool et al. (2001) examined how well time spent on a web page, and mouse and
keyboard activity can substitute for explicit feedback. They found out that while mouse
movements and number of clicks do not correlate strongly with the relevance, read-
ing time and amount of scrolling are good indicators for relevance. Fox et al. (2005)
carried out a similar comparison of implicit and explicit feedback. They considered
not only the display time and scrolling activity but also other observable measures of
user behaviour, such as if the document was printed or bookmarked and how the user
exited the page. They observed that the two most important features were display time
and the way the user left the page. Although several studies have found the display
time to be a good indicator, it may be difficult to analyze in practice. In non-controlled
settings the distribution of display times is usually skewed towards zero with numerous
outliers (Rafter and Smyth 2001).

Click-through data is another well-studied implicit signal. Joachims et al. (2005)
evaluated the quality of click-through measurements on a result page of a web search
engine using eye movement measurements (but did not use the eye movements as
implicit feedback). They concluded that clicks on the search result page can be used
to infer relative relevance judgments between the search results.

Eye movements depend on the type of the visual task the user is performing, which
suggests that it is possible to use them to infer the task automatically. For example,
Howard and Crosby (1993) noted that the fixations tend to be located sequentially
when reading relevant bibliographic citations but non-relevant material is examined
non-linearly. King (2002) found out that the distributions of fixation locations differ
between reading and counting arrows. She trained a neural network that could separate
the two tasks quite efficiently using just the eye movements.

Use of eye movements in IR is a relatively new approach. Maglio et al. (2000)
and Maglio and Campbell (2003) introduced a prototype attentive agent application
which monitors eye movements while the user views web pages, in order to determine
whether the user is reading or just browsing. If reading is detected, more information of
the topic is sought and displayed. The feasibility of the application was not, however,
experimentally verified.

Eye movements have been used in applications that could be broadly classified as
eye-movement-based user interfaces, one of the most known examples being a fast pre-
dictive eye typing system Dasher (Ward and MacKay 2002). More recently, Fono and
Vertegaal (2005) introduced EyeWindows, an attentive windowing technique which
uses eye tracking, rather than manual pointing, for selecting focus windows.

Eye movements were first used in an information retrieval task by Salojärvi et al.
(2003, 2005a). Discriminative hidden Markov models were applied to estimate the
relevance of lines of read text, and the performance of the method was verified in a
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controlled experiment. A competition was subsequently set up, where the participants
competed in predicting relevance based on the eye movements (Puolamäki and Kaski
2006).

A prototype information retrieval system was introduced by Puolamäki et al. (2005).
The system used relevance information combined with collaborative filtering to seed
out relevant scientific articles, the task being to infer if the user found text snippets
relevant or not. This earlier prototype did not use the textual content of the documents
at all, and hence it could not be used to predict the relevance of unseen documents
without some other source of information, such as collaborative filtering.

The methods used so far can be characterized as attempting to use eye movements
to assess directly the relevance of displayed information. The methods vary from
simple evaluation of attention as in EyeWindows to prediction of relevance from the
type of eye movements involved, as in the example of discriminative hidden Markov
models. In the current paper we use eye movements in a meta-learning task to infer a
weighting over terms that can be used to predict the relevance of unseen documents
for the user. This can be seen as an extension of earlier work, in the sense that during
the application phase the eye movements are processed by the learned function rather
than used directly as features for a retrieval algorithm. This approach opens up the
possibility of tapping a rich source of potential information about the user through
implicit inferences made without the need for direct querying or input.

The experimental setup used here was introduced first in a conference publication
containing a brief feasibility study (Hardoon et al. 2007). That was the first study where
documents have been ranked based on their textual content and eye movements of the
user. Now we extend and complete the previous study, in particular by addressing the
issue of bias in the proportion of relevant documents, which is important for a realistic
information retrieval scenario where the user is likely to see varying proportions of
relevant documents, and by studying the importance of the features for the task. We
also provide a detailed analysis and discussion of the methods and related work.

3 Problem and approach

Our objective is to predict from term-specific eye movements a query vector that can
be used to evaluate the relevance of yet unseen documents. Our approach is explained
in Sect. 3.1. We also utilize the same overall framework in the case where some
explicit relevance feedback is available, and we combine explicit feedback with eye
movements. This latter task is discussed in Sect. 3.2.6.

3.1 Overall algorithm

We work with the bag-of-words (BOW) representation of the documents. The goal is
to construct a query function gw(d), where d is a BOW representation of a new doc-
ument, and g is a two-class classifier which predicts whether d is relevant or not. The
parameter vector w represents the implicit query; our task is to provide the classifier
with such a w that it will classify well according to the user’s interests. The function
g is parametrized such that there is a specific parameter wt for each term t .
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We assume that there is a link between the eye movements and the importance
of a word for the query. More specifically, we assume a parametric functional form
wt = fλ(et , st ) for the relationship between eye movement features collected dur-
ing reading, denoted collectively by et for term t , query-independent parameters st

associated with the term t (e.g. inverse document frequency of term t) and the query
parameters wt . The eye movement features describe the way in which the term is
viewed (for example, fixation duration on the term and saccade lengths before and
after viewing the term). The features are described in more detail in Sect. 3.2.4. The
fλ could in principle be any predictor, with its parameters specified by λ.

The parameters λ of the predictor fλ are learned on a set of training tasks, where the
true interest of the user is known. Following our assumptions laid out above, the func-
tional form of the predictor fλ is topic-independent. Hence, the training step needs to
be done only once. After that the predictor can be applied to previously unseen queries
to produce the query parameters w.

In this work we choose the query function gw(d) to be a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) with the parameter vector w formed of the term-specific parameters wt . As a
predictor fλ, which gives the parameters of the SVM, we use standard linear and
non-linear regressors (details later). We purposely use standard state-of-the-art
machine learning methodologies in this proof-of-concept work to make the approach
easily expandable.

3.2 Training

Our main task is to formulate an IR query, using the eye movements as the only feed-
back signal. The query need not, however, be understandable by humans; in fact, it
suffices to formulate the query in such a way that it can be used by the query function
gw(d) to predict relevance for new documents d.

The training data consists of a set of documents and the eye movements of per-
sons who read them while they were searching for documents of certain known top-
ics. Our aim is to try to infer a query from the eye movement recordings and BOW
vectors of the read documents, such that the relevance of new, unseen documents
to the topic can be predicted. More detailed description of the data is provided in
Sect. 4.1.

The training consists of two phases: first, we learn the predictor parameters λ by
optimizing fλ to produce query vectors that are good at separating the known topics
in the training set. Next, we apply the learned predictor to a previously unseen topic
to infer a query vector w. Finally, we evaluate the performance by ranking unseen test
documents according to the query function gw.

The predictor learning phase requires that ground-truth query vectors are known
for each topic. These ground truth vectors w should be such that the query function gw
is able to optimally discriminate between the topics. We approximate the ground-truth
by the weight vectors of SVMs that are trained to discriminate the documents of one
topic from the others. All SVMs mentioned use the default setting of C = 1 and a
linear kernel. We call these vectors ideal weights and denote the ideal vector for topic c
by wc

ideal. Section 3.2.2 gives more details about the computation of the ideal weights.
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The parameter λ is optimized by minimizing the squared error
∑

j

∣∣∣ fλ
(
et ( j), st ( j)

)− w
c( j)
ideal,t ( j)

∣∣∣
2
,

where the index j goes over all viewed terms in all training documents, t ( j) is the
identity of the j th viewed term, and c( j) is the topic of the document where the j th
term appeared. After λ has been learned, it will be fixed and used in the subsequent
steps. We will have either a standard linear least squares regressor or a non-linear
sparse-KPLS as the regressor fλ. They are discussed in more detail in Sect. 3.2.3.

The training set has been constructed to consist of several topics, so that the learned
predictor needs to generalize over them and hence become topic-independent. We will
test whether this is the case by evaluating the performance on a topic that was not a
part of the training set.

The second step in inferring the query for a new topic is constructing the vector
w by letting wt = fλ(et , st ) for all terms t that were viewed during the test query.
If a term t appears in multiple documents or multiple times in one document, the
corresponding feature vector (et , st ) will be set to the average over all the occurrences.
Zero is assigned to non-viewed terms. After forming the w we use the query function
gw to classify test documents.

3.2.1 Cross validation methodology

We have been specifically careful in designing the experiments such that testing data
never affects the learning, and that is why the following procedure may appear slightly
complicated. We evaluate the performance using a cross-validation approach where
we leave out one topic at a time for testing and use the rest for training. We recorded
eye movement data from several test subjects while they were reading text snippets,
looking for documents about a given topic. We had 25 such search topics in total. In
addition to the documents that were shown during the experiments we have a separate
test set of documents without eye movement recordings for evaluation purposes.

We want to learn a mapping, from the eye movements to the weights, that is inde-
pendent of the topic. The eye movement features from the testing topic need to be
excluded from the training. To this end, the features are partitioned into two sets. The
first set, T1, includes the features from the training topics (other topics besides the
left-out topic). More specifically, T1 is the collection of (et , st , c) triplets for all words
viewed during the training topics, where et and st are the eye movement and query-
independent features of term t , and c is the search topic that the user was looking for
when this sample was generated. The second set, T2, includes feature pairs (et , st ) for
the viewed words in the left-out topic.

T1 is used for training the parameter vector λ, and T2 for inferring the query vector
for the left-out topic. Finally, the learned query is evaluated on an independent test set.
Because the set T1 does not contain documents from the left-out topic, the predictor
cannot specialize on the left-out topic. Instead, if it is able to learn to perform well on
the left-out topic, it must be independent of the query and in that sense universal. The
approach is summarized in the pseudocode in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the training and testing procedure
// 1. Construct the ideal weights
for each topic c

Train an SVM to discriminate BOW vectors between topic c and other topics
Let wc

ideal be the parameter vector of the SVM

for each topic c′ // c′ is the left-out topic
// 2. Training

// Learn the regressor parameters λ

T1 ← a set {(et , st , c)} of all viewed words t in the training set, where topic c �= c′
λ← arg minλ

∑
j∈T1
| fλ(et ( j), st ( j))− w

c( j)
ideal,t ( j)|2

// Compute the query vector w for the left-out topic c′
T2← a set {(et , st )} of all viewed words t in the left-out topic c′ (average if t occurs several times)
wt ← fλ(et , st ) for all samples in T2

// 3. Testing
Rank the unseen test documents d from a separate test set according to gw(d)

Compute MAP (c′ is the positive topic and all others are negative)

3.2.2 Ideal weights

We use as ground-truth the weight vector of an SVM which has learned to predict,
based on full knowledge of the topic and content of learning documents, whether or
not a document belongs to the given topic. We call these ground-truth values ideal
weights and use them as targets when training a regressor fλ for the same topic. In
principle, one could select a different classifier to construct the ideal weights but for
ease of integration with the remainder of our system we opt for SVM. The input for
this ideal weight SVM is the BOW representation of the document, and the label is
+1 if the document is categorized to the current topic, or −1 if it is not. These labels
are known for the training documents. Because the ideal weights are computed using
one SVM per search topic, we get one weight value for each term in the dictionary for
each search topic; the weight represents the term’s “fit” to the given search topic.

We will use the ideal weights to train a regressor described later in Sect. 3.2.3. The
regressor is then used to construct a new classifier for predicting the relevance of the
unseen documents.

3.2.3 Regression

We use two types of regressors for predicting the terms’ weights wt from the mea-
sured eye movement and query-independent textual features, et and st . The simplest
mapping we employ is a standard linear regressor

fλ(et , st ) =
∑

i

λe
i eti +

∑

i

λs
i sti ,
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where the parameter vector λ is divided into two parts, λe and λs . The first one contains
the regression coefficients related to the eye movement features e and the latter the
coefficients related to the query-independent features s.

In addition to least squares regression, we use a non-linear sparse dual Partial Least
Squares (PLS) approach (Dhanjal et al. 2006). This method uses a general framework
for feature extraction based on a kernel PLS (Rosipal and Trejo 2001) deflation method.
KPLS maps the feature vectors nonlinearly to a feature space, and does ordinary least
squares estimation in the new space. The sparse dual PLS selects, in each iteration, the
projection for the least squares regression to be a subset of samples that have maximal
covariance with the label. In other words, in each iteration of the algorithm a subset
of the kernel is computed and the sample (with the feature combination) that gives
maximal covariance is selected as the projection.

In the PLS framework we still adhere to our prior assumption of learning a mapping
from eye movements to ideal weights, whereas the eye movements are now kernelized.
Due to the large number of samples (eye movements) we are unable to compute the
full kernel matrix and therefore only compute a small random portion of the kernel at
each iteration of the sparse-KPLS algorithm. For a detailed account of sparse-KPLS
we refer the reader to (Dhanjal et al. 2006).

We use a Gaussian kernel with the sparse-KPLS where the width parameter σ for
the kernels is optimized, per search topic, using tenfold cross validation on the training
data.

We normalize the query vector w in the 2-norm.

3.2.4 Features

The gaze direction is an (indirect) indicator of the focus of attention, since accurate
viewing is possible only in the central fovea area (1–2 degrees of visual angle). The
correspondence is not one-to-one, however, since the attention can be shifted without
moving the eyes. The eye movement trajectory is traditionally divided into fixations,
during which the eye is fairly motionless, and saccades, rapid eye movements from
one fixation to another.

The fixations during reading have previously been observed to last 200–250 ms on
average and rarely less than 100 ms (Levy-Schoen and O’Regan 1979). Furthermore,
Granaas et al. (1984) have showed that moving text two letters positions at a time at
88 ms intervals hinders reading comprehension substantially, which indicates that sub
100 ms durations are too short for effective reading.

We identified fixation locations from the measured eye movement trajectories by
windowing; if the successive points stayed inside 30 pixel square (about 0.6 visual
angle for a person sitting at 60 cm distance from the screen) for more than 100 ms,
they were considered to form one fixation. Every fixation was mapped to the closest
word, unless the fixation occurred well outside any text (at least 1.5 times the text
height), in which case it was discarded. In this paper we only report the results for the
fixation time cutoff of 100 ms. However, we ran the same analyzes with the fixation
time cutoff of 40 ms, which is the value recommended by the eye tracker manual. The
results with the 40 ms cutoff were very similar to the 100 ms cutoff reported in this
work.
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We extracted 22 eye movement features (denoted by et ) from the recorded eye
movement data for each term, and 4 text features (denoted by st ) for the target words
of the fixations. The features are listed in Table 1. The eye movement features we are

Table 1 List of features

Eye movement features

1 Integer Number of fixations to the word

2 Integer Number of fixations to the word when the word is first
encountered

3 Binary Did a fixation occur when the line that the word was in
was encountered for the first time?

4 Binary Did a fixation occur when the line that the word was in
was encountered for the second time?

5 Continuous Duration of the previous fixation when the word was
first encountered

6 Continuous The duration of the first fixation when the word was first
encountered

7 Continuous Sum of durations of fixations to a word when it is first
encountered

8 Continuous Duration of the next fixation when the gaze initially
moves on from the word

9 Integer Distance (in pixels) between the first fixation on the
word and previous fixation

10 Integer Distance (in pixels) between the last fixation on the
word and the next fixation

11 Integer Distance (in pixels) between the fixation preceding
the first fixation on a word and the beginning of
the word

12 Integer Distance (in pixels) of the first fixation on the word
from the beginning of the word

13 Integer Distance (in pixels) between the last fixation before
leaving the word and the beginning of the word

14 Continuous Sum of all durations of fixations to the word

15 Continuous Mean durations of fixations to the word

16 Integer Number of regressions leaving from the word

17 Continuous Sum of durations of fixations during regression
initiating from the word

18 Binary Did a regression initiate from the following word?

19 Continuous Sum of the durations of the fixations on the word
during a regression

20 Continuous Mean pupil diameter during fixation

21 Continuous First fixation duration divided by total duration of
fixations on the display

22 Integer Number of words skipped since previous fixation

Textual features

23 Integer Length of the word

24 Continuous Position of the word in the document
divided by total number of words in
the document

25 Continuous Position of the word in the line divided by the line length

26 Continuous Logarithm of inverse document frequency of the word
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using have been previously described in a technical report (Salojärvi et al. 2005b).
These are typical features in psychological studies (Rayner 1998).

We also used four query-independent features which do not depend on the way the
user viewed the document but only on its textual content. The length of the word and
the inverse document frequency are related to the level of mental processing required
to comprehend the word. The relative position in the document may be related to the
relevance of the word, if, for example, the user usually reads only the beginning of the
document but sometimes also more if he finds the topic is interesting.

3.2.5 Explicit feedback SVM model

If explicit relevance feedback, that is, the relevance of the training documents,
was available and we knew that the implicit query remained the same in the test
documents, we would not need to infer the query vector from the eye movements.
Instead, it could be computed more directly from the BOW vectors of the training
documents. We could simply train an SVM to classify between the training topic and
other topics.

Compared to the approach of the previous section this is much simpler. We can
skip computing the ideal weights and learning the regressor fλ and, instead, learn
the query function gw(d) more directly. We let the query function to be an SVM that
discriminates between the relevant and non-relevant documents in the current topic.
The parameter vector w is learned during the optimization of the SVM.

The inputs to the SVM are document BOW vectors, similarly to the SVMs that
were used in computing the ideal weights (see Sect. 3.2.2). The differences are that
the training labels are now the true relevance labels instead of the category labels, and
that the training set consists of only the documents shown during the searches where
the user’s true interest was the current topic.

The learnt weight vectors are used to classify the test documents. The resulting
classifier is referred to as SVMex. It represents the “best imaginable” performance,
which implicit feedback cannot realistically be expected to outperform.

3.2.6 Combining eye movements and explicit feedback

Next we consider a situation where we observe both the true relevance labels and
eye movements. We want to find out whether using both of these information
sources in conjunction to predict the query could improve the classification accu-
racy, in comparison with the model of the previous subsection that uses only explicit
feedback.

Because we again have the explicit relevancy for the documents we can skip the
learning of ideal weights and the regressor fλ, and learn the query vector w directly.
The query function gw(d) predicts the relevancy of a document given both the tex-
tual content and the eye movements on the document. We choose g to be a two-view
classifier called SVM-2K.

We regard the textual content as one representation and the measured eye move-
ment feature vectors as a second representation of the document. We project the two
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views through distinct feature projection, thus creating two kernels, one for each
representation.

The Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA, Hardoon et al. 2004) algorithm
looks for directions in the two feature spaces such that when the training data is pro-
jected onto those directions the two vectors (one for each view) of values obtained are
maximally correlated.

A straightforward way to do classification using two data sets would be to first
project the data into the KCCA space and then train an SVM classifier. Though this
sequential approach seems effective (Meng et al. 2005), there appears to be no guaran-
tee that the directions identified by KCCA will be best suited to the classification task.
Farquhar et al. (2006) have shown that the two distinct stages of KCCA and SVM can
be combined into a single optimization that was termed as SVM-2K. The training of
an SVM-2K model is explained in Appendix A.

3.3 Testing

After the query vector has been learned in the training phase we can predict the rele-
vance of unseen test documents. We rank the test documents according to the values of
the discriminant function gw(d). The discriminant functions for the implicit, explicit,
and combined feedback tasks are described in the following subsections.

If the classifier is accurate the test documents belonging to the current left-out cate-
gory should be near the top of the resulting list. The quality of the ranking is measured
by average precision (see Sect. 4.3).

3.3.1 Implicit feedback regression models

The compatibility of a test document BOW vector d to the inferred query w is computed
by an SVM discriminant function. For linear kernel the function is

gw(d) = wT d+ b,

where b is the bias that is learned together with the weights w. The vectors w and d are
normalized in 2-norm to keep the length of the document from affecting the similarity
measure.

Instead of thresholding the values of the discriminant function, as would be done
in a pure classification task, we rank the test documents according to values of the
function. As we are only interested in the ranking, the bias term can be left out from g.
We measure the goodness of the ranking by average precision (see Sect. 4.3).

3.3.2 Explicit feedback SVM model

The discriminant function is of the same form as in the case of implicit feedback.
Of course, the weight vector w is now computed using the explicit feedback.
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3.3.3 SVM-2K combining implicit and explicit feedback

The discriminant values of the SVM-2K model for a test document are given by the
(1) in Appendix A. Because no eye movement measurements are available for the
test documents, the eye movement feature projection φA in (1) is set to zero when
computing the decision values for the test documents.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data collection

4.1.1 Document corpus

The document set consists of 750 documents from the Wikipedia. Of them, 500 were
used to form the training set and the rest were the test set. The documents have been
partitioned into 25 categories by the editors of the Wikipedia. There were 12–23 doc-
uments from each topic in the training set and ten documents per topic in the test set.
The categories and their sizes are listed in Table 2.

The documents were represented as Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
(TFIDF, Salton and McGill 1983) vectors. If the document corpus is denoted by D and
the dictionary by T , then the TFIDF weight for a term t ∈ T in a document i ∈ D is
the product of term frequency in the document and logarithm of the inverse document
frequency of the term in the corpus:

TFIDF(i, t) = nit log
|D|∣∣{ j ∈ D | n jt > 0

}∣∣ ,

where nit denotes the number of occurrences of term t in document i . The dictionary
T consisted of all stemmed words in the documents except for numbers and some
frequent ‘stop’ words like ‘of’ and ‘the’, which were omitted. Also, words that only
appeared in single interest categories were removed from the data in order to create
a more realistic scenario, i.e. overlapping words through the different categories. The
dictionary included 5306 terms in total.

We truncated the documents so that each had at most 11 lines of text, in order
to fit them to the screen. We wanted to keep the test setup as simple as possible,
and to avoid the need to scroll the text. To avoid any artifacts that might attract
unwanted eye movements, the titles of the documents were removed and no sen-
tence was cut in the middle. We made sure that the content of each truncated docu-
ment was sufficient for inferring its topic by manually inspecting all documents. We
assume that, because the categories are quite diverse and it is fairly easy to categorize
the truncated documents into the different categories, the participants would not have
needed scrolling in most cases even if it had been possible. This is further supported
by the fact that only a minority of the documents had any fixations on the final lines
(see Fig. 1).
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Table 2 Summary of the
training and test corpora

Topic Number of documents
in the training set

Number of documents
in the test set

Astronomy 22 10

Ball games 21 10

Cities 12 10

Court systems 23 10

Dinosaurs 17 10

Education 22 10

Elections 21 10

Family 16 10

Film 20 10

Government 20 10

Internet 23 10

Languages 21 10

Literature 21 10

Music 16 10

Natural disasters 19 10

Olympics 19 10

Optical devices 20 10

Postal system 22 10

Printing 22 10

Sculpture 20 10

Space exploration 19 10

Speeches 23 10

Television 22 10

Transportation 22 10

Writing systems 17 10

Total 500 250

4.1.2 Participants

There were ten participants in the experiments. They were voluntary post-graduate and
senior researchers from Department of Information and Computer Science, Helsinki
University of Technology.

4.1.3 Experimental procedure

We measured users’ eye movements when they were reading documents in order
to classify the documents into interesting and uninteresting. We artificially con-
strained users’ interest by giving them a topic and asked them to identify docu-
ments which were related to that topic. Topics were the Wikipedia categories listed in
Table 2.
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Fig. 1 Proportion of documents
having fixations on a given line
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Fig. 2 A sample document (on the left) and a screen which the user gets when he has finished reading (on
the right)

The user read ten short documents trying to recognize those that were related to
the given topic. He was instructed to read the document until he could say whether or
not the document was related to the topic and, after making up his mind, to press any
key in the keyboard. The key press then replaced the document by a form where the
user reported his impression of the relevance by pressing one of two possible keys.
The next document was shown immediately after the user had reported his opinion.
A sample document and a feedback screen are shown in Fig. 2.

We call a combination of one topic and the 10 documents the user read while
searching for that particular topic a session. Each user completed ten sessions, with
a different search topic and documents in each. A short break was allowed after the
third and the sixth session.

On average half of the training documents in a session were relevant and
the rest were randomly drawn from unrelated topics. In total 1,000 documents
(= 10 users × 10sessions/user × 10 documents/session) were displayed during the
tests. This means that each of the 500 training documents was shown to two users on
average.

The answers given by the users agreed in 97% of the cases with the true labels.
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4.1.4 Eye tracker

The gaze locations on the screen were recorded with a Tobii 1750 eye tracker while
the test subjects were reading the documents. The Tobii system consists of an infra-red
LED and two cameras mounted on the frame of a computer screen. Tobii measures
gaze direction 50 times per second by illuminating both eyes with infrared and measur-
ing the light reflected from the cornea. The system is fairly robust to head movements.
The user was sitting at a 60 cm distance from a 17 inch computer screen. The text was
displayed with quite a large font and spacing so that it would be possible to map the
gaze location to the correct word reliably. There was room for at most 11 lines of text
on the screen. The eye tracker was calibrated in the beginning of the experiment for
each user and after every break.

4.2 Experimental setup

4.2.1 Implicit feedback models

As was discussed in Sect. 3.2.3, we tried both the linear least squares and the
non-linear KPLS regressors for predicting the term-specific weights from the eye
movement features. The model using linear regressor is referred to as Wlin, and the
model using KPLS is called Weye+text(26), where 26 is the dimension of KPLS feature
space. Both of these models use the eye movement features et and the query inde-
pendent textual features st . To determine how much the extra information from the
eye movements boosts the performance we trained a second model that is similar to
Weye+text(26), but does not use eye movements at all. To be exact, the differences are
that the second model uses only the query independent features, and that the features
are computed for each of the words appearing in the document, not just for the viewed
words. We refer to this second model as Wtext(4), where 4 is again the number of
projection directions in KPLS. The number of projection dimensions are chosen to
coincide with the number of features in the corresponding regressor. We have tested
with other numbers of directions, too, and the performance does not change much
when the number of directions is increased (data not shown here; see Hardoon et al.
2007).

The above regression scheme is performed by pooling the eye movements from all
users who completed the same query. The size of training set used to adapt the model
to a particular search topic (set T2 in Algorithm 1) is 30–50 documents depending on
the topic (3–5 test subjects performed the same query and each of them saw ten doc-
uments). About half of them were relevant. If the users employ very different reading
strategies it might make more sense to handle them separately. Therefore we also test a
model that is otherwise identical to Weye+text(26) but instead of pooling the data each
session is handled as a separate, smaller training set consisting of only ten documents.
This model is referred to as Wus(26) (for “user specific”) in Table 3.

Figure 3 shows a user’s eye movement trajectory on a document, and the term
weights on the same document inferred by the Weye+text(26) regressor from eye move-
ments of all test subjects who were searching for documents about Dinosaurs.
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Table 3 The mean average precisions for biased data

Random
(no
feedback)

TFIDF
(no
feedback)

Wlin (impl.
feedback)

Wtext(4)

(impl.
feedback)

Weye+text
(26) (impl.
feedback)

Wus(26)

(impl.
feedback)

SVMex
(impl.
feedback)

SVM-2K
(impl.
feedback)

6.0 73.4 37.8 19.9 46.3 31.3 75.1 77.0

Fig. 3 On the left, eye movement trajectory. The document is about Dinosaurs, which is also the topic
the reader was interested in. The circles mark the fixations, and the radius of a circle is proportional to the
duration of the fixation. On the right, weights inferred from eye movements. The thickness of the underline
denotes the magnitude of the weight. Gray words do not appear in the dictionary

4.2.2 Explicit feedback models

For reference we also tested how much the performance can be improved if explicit
relevance feedback is available. The explicit feedback can be used alone or combined
with the information from the eye movement measurements. If the eye movements
are excluded, only the TFIDF vectors of the documents are available. In this case we
used a standard SVM classifier that was trained to discriminate between relevant and
non-relevant samples (Sect. 3.2.5). The resulting model is called SVMex. To combine
explicit feedback and eye movements we used the SVM-2K model of Sect. 3.2.6. This
model is referred to as SVM-2K below.

4.2.3 Baseline models

We compare the results to two baseline models that do not utilize any relevance feed-
back at all. The simpler one just ranks the test documents randomly.

The second baseline model ranks the test documents by the average similarity of
their textual content with the training documents. The training and testing documents
are presented as 2-norm normalized TFIDF vectors. We compute mean cosine distance
(which equals to dot product for normalized vectors) of the test documents to the train-
ing documents. More formally, for each training set s with documents y j , j ∈ T r(s),
and for each test document xi we compute

g(xi ) = 1

|T r(s)|
∑

j∈T r(s)

xT
i y j

||xi ||||y j || ,
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where T r(s) is the set of all (both positive and negative) training documents in
the training set s and the document lengths are taken into account by normalizing
the vectors. The test documents are then sorted according to the cosine distance,
in the order of similarity with the training documents.

4.2.4 About bias in the learning set

In a typical information retrieval setup, the proportion of relevant documents the user
receives during a search session will be larger than on average in the corpus. This
happens because an information retrieval system naturally aims for a good precision,
or proportion of relevant documents of all results. This creates a bias: the proportion
of relevant documents is larger in the learning set (seen documents) than in the test
set (unseen documents). If the precision of the search results is good enough, then
as a result of the bias even the learning document set as such is a reasonably good
query—without any explicit or implicit relevance feedback! This has a direct effect
on the performance of any information retrieval algorithm. Hence we will inspect the
performance of our methods as a function of the bias.

In our experiments, half of the documents in a session were positive on average and
others were randomly sampled from the negative topics. Because the positive docu-
ments form a large cluster while negative documents are likely to be more scattered,
even a simple TFIDF baseline model can perform well in this setup as the mean vector
is drawn near to the large positive cluster. On the other hand, in a more realistic setup
we can’t assume such a large fraction of the seen documents would be relevant, and
therefore models using just the textual content of the documents are likely to perform
much worse. Implicit or explicit feedback can help the search engine to identify the
relevant documents even when the bias is low.

To test our algorithm under smaller bias we created new training sets by
re-balancing the data in the original sessions. We constructed new artificial sessions
by dividing the documents (and their corresponding eye movement measurements)
anew. The new sessions have only one positive document, and therefore the positive
topic will not stand out from the rest. We also limited the proportions of the topics
in the test set to be the same as those in the training set. This way there is no extra
information available in the setup that could bias the results, and the random ranker is
a fair baseline.

Each session was divided into n new sets by taking one of the n positive and all
negative documents in the original session. If two or more negative documents hap-
pened to belong to the same topic, all possible one-document-per-topic combinations
were used as the new training sets constructed from that session. Unlike in the original
setup, where we always used all test documents for testing, we now construct a sep-
arate test set for each training set by taking only the test documents from the same
topics that appear in the training set. Thus, the proportion of the topics in the training
and testing is the same but the size of the test set depends slightly on the training set.
We call these resampled sets unbiased training sets.

There were some documents where the eye tracker had failed to capture any eye
movements at all. A likely reason is that the user was probably sitting too far or too
close to the monitor while reading these documents. When constructing the unbiased
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sessions we left out all sessions which would have included at least one of these doc-
uments without any eye movements. In total, we get 694 unbiased sessions which had
88 distinct pairs of user and topic.

Training of the classifiers for the unbiased case is done identically to the training
in the biased case in Sect. 3.2. The learning algorithm again iterates over all sessions
and learns the regression parameters from data collected from all other topics except
the left-out topic. The training set (denoted by T1 in Sect. 3.2.1) again consists of
features collected from all the sessions except for the left-out topic. Because T1 is the
same for all new sessions which were constructed from a single original session, also
the regression parameters will be the same for those sessions. The training set T2 for
learning the term weights wt contains (et , st ) feature pairs from the documents in the
left-out session. The sessions with the same topic are not pooled, as was done in the
biased case, because doing so would alter the amount of bias. The size of T2 is 4–8
documents depending on the session. The model is learned and the predictions are
made the same way as before.

In the testing phase the performance of the learned models is tested on the cor-
responding test sets. To get a single performance index for each user/topic pair, we
computed averages of the performance figures over sessions which had the same com-
bination of users and topics.

We compare the performance of the algorithms on the biased and the unbiased data
sets.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Performance measure

To compare the goodness of the rankings of the unseen test documents produced by
the different methods we computed mean average precisions (MAP).

Average precision measures how well the positive documents are positioned in a
given ranking. It is calculated as a mean of average value of precision at the positive
ranks:

AVGPREC = 1

R

R∑

i=1

i

ri
,

where R is the number of positive examples in the test set and the ri are the rankings
of the positive examples, ordered such that ri < ri+1. The mean average precision is
the mean of average precisions of different information needs or, our case, sessions.

We inferred a query w with each method for each session and ranked the test doc-
uments according to their predicted similarity to the inferred query by computing
the discriminant function values gw(d) for each test document d. The discriminant
functions were described in Sect. 3.3. The quality of the ranking was established by
computing the average precision. The final MAP value is the mean of the average
precisions of all sessions. We computed MAP for all methods both in the biased and
unbiased setting. The full results for both cases are in Appendix B.
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Table 4 The mean average precisions for unbiased data

Random
(no feed-
back)

TFIDF (no
feedback)

Wlin (impl.
feedback)

Wtext(4)

(impl.
feedback)

Weye+text
(26) (impl.
feedback)

SVMex
(impl.
feedback)

SVM-2K
(impl.
feedback)

25.7 25.9 28.1 24.8 27.4 80.0 80.0

4.3.2 About statistical tests

The performances of the models reported in Tables 3 and 4 are significantly different
when tested with non-parametric ANOVA (p � 0.0001 (biased case) and p = 0.018
(unbiased case) for differences between all baseline and implicit feedback models,
Friedman’s Test). This indicates that there is always at least one method for which the
performance differs significantly from the others. However, since we are not inter-
ested in comparing all methods, but only certain pre-defined pairs, it is sufficient to
use pairwise tests.

In the biased case it is clear that TFIDF performs well and random performs poorly.
Instead of comparing to those, we are interested to see if the eye movement features
bring in additional information compared to using just the text features. If yes, we
expect that a model which takes eye movement information into account starts to
perform better than text-only models when the bias is reduced. Therefore, we test the
significance of Weye+text(26) versus Wtext(4). We additionally investigate the need for
user-specific models versus pooling all data together, by comparing Wus(26) versus
Weye+text(26).

In the unbiased case, in addition to testing the difference between eye movement
and text-only models, we compare the performance of the eye movement models to
the random ranking, which is a fair baseline after the bias is removed.

We use Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test to compare the classification performances
of the pairs of algorithms (Weye+text(26) versus Wtext(4); and Weye+text(26) versus
Wus(26)). We use the non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test instead of paired
t-test because the average precision values are not normally distributed. Wilcoxon test
is known to be less stringent than the t-test. In comparisons with the random model,
however, the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test is not applicable, because the random model
does not have a single ranking of the test set documents, but a distribution of rankings.
In comparison with the random model (Wlin or Weye+text(26) vs. random) in the unbi-
ased case in Sect. 4.3.5 we used a standard permutation test for which we sampled
100,000 random rankings.

4.3.3 Baseline performance

The performance of the random baseline model in each session was tested by sampling
100,000 random rankings of the test documents and computing average precisions for
each. To summarize the performance of the random model in Table 3, we first com-
puted session-wise mean average precisions over the random rankings and finally took
average of them. The MAP is 6.0% in the biased case and 25.7% in the unbiased case.
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Fig. 4 Average precisions of Wtext(4) and Weye+text(26) in different topics in the biased case. The topics
are sorted according to the performance of Weye+text model

The baseline TFIDF model can often identify the correct topic in the biased setting
because the positive documents form the largest cluster among the training documents.
This results in achieving a MAP of 73.4%, which is the highest of all tested models
in the biased case. In the unbiased case in Table 4, the positive document does not
stand out from the rest of the training set, and therefore the performance of the TFIDF
model (25.9%) is close to random.

4.3.4 Regression models on biased data

In the biased case (Table 3) the difference in average precision between the non-linear
regression model Weye+text(26), which combines eye movement and textual features,
and the textual feature model Wtext(4) is statistically significant (46.3 vs. 19.9%,
p = 0.00005, Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test). This implies that the eye movement fea-
tures contain information that helps in the complex task of inferring the hidden query.
Figure 4 shows the difference in performance of the two models. The availability of
eye movement information improves the performance clearly on several topics, but in
two cases the text-only model outperforms the eye movement model.

Weye+text(26), which was trained pooling together the data from all users who
completed the same query, is significantly better than Wus(26), which used the user
specific average precisions (46.3 vs. 31.3%, p = 0.0001, Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test).
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This result suggests that the method benefits from the larger training sets created by
pooling the data form different users.

We next tested how much the results depend on the specific topics, that is, how
universal the results are over the choice of topics. For this, we resampled with replace-
ment topics among the original 25 topics. To study the effect of the number of topics,
we repeated the analysis for different set sizes between 2 and 25 topics. For each topic
set size, we draw 10,000 random topic sets, and computed the difference in average
precision between Wtext(4) and Weye+text(26) in each replicate. We computed BCa

corrected estimates of the 95% confidence intervals (DiCiccio and Efron 1996) for the
difference between the two methods based on the obtained bootstrap distribution. To
keep the computational workload down we employed the regression parameters we had
already learned on the full corpus instead of retraining them on the sampled, smaller
topic sets. Note that all training and testing has still been done on completely sepa-
rate sets. The model using eye movement features was better (the confidence interval
included only positive values, i.e. values for which the average precision of the eye
movement model was better than that of the text-only model) on all sets larger than
three topics. In other words, the model performs reliably regardless of which topics
are chosen.

4.3.5 Regression models on unbiased data

The results for the unbiased data are shown in Table 4. The linear regression model
Wlin attains the highest MAP of all implicit feedback models with the non-linear
Weye+text(26) following closely. Note that the results in Table 4 are not directly com-
parable to the results on biased data in Table 3, because in the unbiased case the training
sets are much smaller (4–8 documents in the unbiased case vs. 30–50 documents in the
biased case) and the measurements from different users are not pooled as is discussed
in Section 4.2.4.

Combination of eye movement features and textual features gives better perfor-
mance than the textual features alone (Weye+text(26) vs. Wtext(4), p = 0.028). To test
our assumption that the implicit feedback can improve over a random ranking when the
artificial bias of our training set is removed, we compared the results of Weye+text(26)

to random. As discussed earlier in Sect. 4.3.2 the observed Weye+text(26) MAP val-
ues are compared to the distribution of the MAP value of the random model using a
permutation test. We randomly permuted the relevance labels of the test documents
100,000 times in each session, computed the mean average precision, and counted the
proportion of the permutations that had at least as high MAP as the eye movement
models. Only 2.7% of the permuted samples had at least as high MAP as Weye+text(26)

(27.4% vs. 25.7%, p = 0.027, Permutation Test), and 0.26% were at least as good as
Wlin (28.1 vs. 25.7%, p = 0.0026, Permutation Test).

We studied the effect of the choice of topics on the performance using a similar
bootstrap approach as in Sect. 4.3.4. We sampled the topics with replacement and con-
structed sets consisting of 2 to 25 topics. We generated 10,000 samples for each set
size and estimated the 95% confidence intervals for the difference in average precision
between Wtext(4) and Weye+text(26). The model that uses both text and eye move-
ment features performed significantly better than the text-only model (assessed by the
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Fig. 5 Average precisions of ten best performing (left-hand side) and ten worst performing sessions
(right-hand side) in the unbiased case. The session are sorted according to the p-value of the Permuta-
tion Test between random ranking and Weye+text(26)

confidence interval including only positive values, i.e. values for which the eye
movement model was better) with 21 or more topics. The variance of the bootstrap
estimate gets larger as the number of topics and thus also the number of average
precision samples decreases. At least 21 topics are required for getting statistically
significant results with the current amount of training data; it is likely that with more
test subjects, or more read documents per topic, fewer topics would be needed for a
statistically significant difference.

To get further insight into the performance of the model we took a look at the
individual sessions. The average precisions of the best and worst performing sessions
(sorted according to the p-value of the Permutation Test between random ranking
and Weye+text(26)) are shown in Fig. 5. In 10 out of 88 sessions the average pre-
cision of Weye+text(26) is significantly better than the random model (p ≤ 0.05,
Permutation Test). The average improvement in MAP over random in these que-
ries was 24.5, which is considerably higher than the overall change in MAP for all
sessions 1.7 (= 27.4−25.7). Some topics appear very frequently among the top-10
sessions; Olympics occur three times, and Court systems, Languages, and Printing
occur two times each. All of these topics were queried in three sessions in total,
except for Languages which was the positive topic in four sessions. The fact that
they appear so frequently among the highest performing sessions indicates that there
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exists queries for which the implicit feedback works well. On the other hand, because
the overall MAP of the implicit feedback model is so close to the MAP of random
ranking there clearly are other queries which do not benefit from the eye movement
feedback.

4.3.6 Feature selection

The eye movement features (Sect. 3.2.4) used in the experiments have been
previously proposed in the context of various psychological studies. There is no evi-
dence that all of them are needed for the current task of predicting the interest of a
user. It is an important open question what kind of features are best suited for this
task.

To get some insight on the relative importance of the features, we analyzed the
linear regression model Wlin for which such analysis is straightforward. We used the
t-test to find out which regression coefficients differed significantly from zero. There
were three eye movement features and one text feature that had Bonferroni corrected
p-values less than 0.05 in all sessions, both in the biased and unbiased case. These
features were “saccade length before first fixation to the word,” “did a regression ini-
tiate from the following word,” “duration of the first fixation to the word divided by
the total fixation durations on the document,” and “relative position of the word on the
document.” In addition to these, two features were significant in a subset of sessions
either in the biased or the unbiased setting. The feature “duration of the next fixation
after leaving the word” was significant in 9 out of 25 sessions in the biased case and
25 out of 694 sessions in the unbiased case, and “duration of a regression starting from
this word” was significant in 2 out of 25 biased sessions.

The performance of the linear regression model in the biased setting increased from
37.8 to 40.9% when only the five features with significant contribution in at least nine
sessions were selected. On the other hand, the same subset is not optimal for the non-
linear regression model. The MAP of Weye+text(26) decreases from 46.3 to 39.9% with
the set of five selected features. In the unbiased case, switching from the full feature
set to the set of five important features actually impairs the linear regression model.
The MAP decreases from 28.1 to 26.8%. The MAP of Weye+text(26) increases a little
bit from 27.4 to 27.7%. In summary, the extracted features are clearly significant but
probably not completely sufficient.

4.3.7 Performance of eye movements combined with explicit feedback

The average precision of the explicit feedback classifier SVMex, which was discussed
in Sect. 3.2.5, is significantly higher than any of the eye movement models. This
is, of course, to be expected because explicit feedback gives much more accurate
information than eye movements. As a side note, the fact that the TFIDF baseline
model attains almost as high performance without any feedback as the SVMex with
known relevance labels shows how substantial the effect of the bias really is in our
setup.

Our initial assumption was that combining eye movements with the explicit rel-
evance feedback improves overall performance over using explicit feedback only.
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Comparing SVMex and SVM-2K results for the biased setting in Table 5 shows that
this is not true for all search topics. Nevertheless, Table 3 shows that the overall
precision for the biased setting is improved slightly by combining the two sources of
information. The situation is even more clear in the unbiased setting (Table 4), where
the SVM-2K and SVMex models have equal MAP. The equality of performance is
consistent across all categories in Table 6 leading us to believe that the selection of
eye movement features used in this study does not improve the overall performance
when combined with textual information using SVM-2K. It is apparent that the explicit
feedback is sufficient to learn the discrimination in the unbiased case.

5 Discussion

We addressed the extremely hard task of constructing a query in an information
retrieval task, given neither an explicit query nor explicit relevance feedback. Only eye
movement measurements for a small set of viewed snippets, and the text content of the
snippets were available. This is a prototype of a task where the intent or interests of
the user are inferred from implicit feedback signals, and used to anticipate the users’
actions.

We presented a proof-of-concept solution for this new problem based on the assump-
tion that there is a link between eye movements and the relevance, and that the link
is independent of the query. We were able to learn a “universal predictor of rele-
vance predictors” from a collected database of queries, their relevant and irrelevant
documents, and the corresponding eye movements. “Universal” here means inde-
pendent of the actual query in the domain of Wikipedia. We validated the proposed
solution on a real dataset, and showed that the predictions were better than those of
a simple model which utilized only the textual content of the documents for new
queries.

There may be a dependence between the gaze pattern and the topic of interest, even
within our set of Wikipedia topics. A topic-specific predictor could therefore perform
better for that particular topic, but it would be unable to predict the relevance of yet
unseen topics. Our goal was to make universal, or topic-independent, predictor of
relevance. We accomplished this by explicitly constructing our predictor such that it
is invariant with respect to the permutation of the words—that is, the predictor does
not take the semantic meaning of the words into account. The fact that we were still
able to reach a statistically significant average prediction results on topics unseen in
the training data shows that there is a link between the gaze patterns and interests.
The statistically significant features, discussed in Sect. 4.3.6, give hints of the nature
of this link. The exact nature or interpretation of this connection needs to be left as a
topic of further study.

Notice that any method used to discriminate between categories, based on the
BOW representation of the documents, such as ours, requires the categories to have
different term frequency distributions. If the term frequency distributions of the cate-
gories are too similar to each other the BOW methods are expected to perform worse.
In our experiments we used Wikipedia categories which have a relatively good sep-
aration in BOW representations. However, it remains an open question whether the
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eye movements could effectively be used to find finer distinctions, that is, to find most
discriminative words even if the relevant and irrelevant categories were very similar
to each other.

We also addressed the issue of ‘bias’, which is likely to occur in a real world
information retrieval situation, where the user is likely to view proportionally more
relevant than irrelevant documents. More specifically, when browsing to look for inter-
esting documents, there is no bias, and the bias increases as a function of the length
of a focused search or browsing session. Both extremes are important for a practical
proactive information retrieval system.

The bias complicates the evaluation of eye tracking results. We showed that taking
the eye movement measurements into account improves the precision of the infor-
mation retrieval, both in the presence and absence of the bias. Eye tracking is more
important when there is no bias, since then content-based searches do not help at
all. With heavy bias the relative improvement is much smaller. In percentage units the
improvements are rather modest, as eye movements are a quite noisy indirect indicator
of relevance. Nevertheless, assuming eye tracking signal is cheaply available, it would
be a useful source to complement alternative implicit feedback sources. This holds
in particular for applications with little bias towards read documents being relevant,
such as in browsing applications.

We further experimented with a model where the textual content of the documents
and explicit relevance feedback given by the user (whether or not the user thinks the
document is relevant to the search topic) were assumed available. As expected, the
pure explicit feedback improved the precision significantly to 75.1%. Our results show
that also in the biased case, taking the eye movements into account we can further
improve the precision by about two of percentage units.

In this paper, we studied whether eye movements are at all suitable as a source of
implicit feedback for learning an universal predictor of relevance. The method is still
a long way from being usable in practical applications, and there are several important
extensions to be studied in the future. One interesting research topic is replacing the
general-purpose machine learning components we used here with ones that are better
tailored to the task. There are also problems on the practical level: in order to reliably
connect gaze location to the correct word using current eye tracker technology, the
size of the font has to be fairly large, which restricts the amount of text on the screen.
Another factor that would be worth studying is what kind of eye movement features
are optimal for the task.

We conclude that in constructing a query, eye movements provide a useful implicit
feedback channel. As expected, the feedback obtained from eye movements is less
informative than relevance feedback typed in by the user, but nonetheless this implicit
feedback can be exploited. The eye movements may be the only available source of
relevance information in the unbiased case where nothing can be deduced from the
textual content. In practical applications all available feedback channels, in addition to
the eye movements, should of course be utilized; the practical implication of this study
is the finding that it is a good idea to include eye movement data if they are cheaply
available. The future challenge is to improve the gain in precision obtained from the
eye movements, in addition to making this new feedback channel more practically
applicable.
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Appendix

A Optimization of SVM-2K

SVM-2K combines KCCA-projection and a regular SVM by introducing the con-
straint of similarity between two 1-dimensional projections. The extra constraint is
chosen slightly differently from the 2-norm that characterizes KCCA, which typically
finds a (varying in number) sequence of projection directions that then can be used as
the feature space for training an SVM. Denote the two projections (views) of a training
sample xi by φA(xi ) and φB(xi ). In order to obtain sparse set of projection directions
we take an ε-insensitive 1-norm using slack variables to measure the amount by which
points fail to meet ε similarity:

|〈wA, φA(xi )〉 + bA − 〈wB, φB(xi )〉 − bB | ≤ ηi + ε,

where wA, bA (wB, bB) are the weight and threshold of the first (second) SVM, and ηi

are slack variables. Combining this constraint with the usual 1-norm SVM constraints
and allowing different regularization constants gives the following optimization prob-
lem:

min L = 1
2‖wA‖2 + 1

2‖wB‖2 + C A
�∑

i=1
ξ A

i + C B
�∑

i=1
ξ B

i + D
�∑

i=1
ηi

such that |〈wA, φA(xi )〉 + bA − 〈wB, φB(xi )〉 − bB | ≤ ηi + ε

yi (〈wA, φA(xi )〉 + bA) ≥ 1− ξ A
i

yi (〈wB, φB(xi )〉 + bB) ≥ 1− ξ B
i

ξ A
i ≥ 0, ξ B

i ≥ 0, ηi ≥ 0 all for 1 ≤ i ≤ �.

The final SVM-2K decision function is then h(x) = sign( f (x)), where

f (x) = 0.5
(〈

ŵA, φA(x)
〉+ b̂A +

〈
ŵB, φB(x)

〉+ b̂B

)
= 0.5 ( f A(x)+ fB(x)) . (1)

B Supplementary results

See Tables 5 and 6.
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Table 5 Results in the biased setting

TFIDF Wlin Wtext(4) Weye+text(26) Wus(26) SVMex SVM-2K

Astronomy 53.8 13.5 33.3 15.8 20.0 58.0 57.4

Ball games 100.0 83.2 48.7 81.2 37.9 100.0 100.0

Cities 93.5 32.0 15.1 46.2 37.8 100.0 100.0

Court systems 71.6 44.0 19.0 36.0 44.3 74.8 71.3

Dinosaurs 99.1 59.7 24.0 77.9 42.6 86.0 87.4

Education 82.6 30.6 17.7 46.1 38.6 73.3 82.4

Elections 81.1 61.3 29.2 68.8 34.5 76.0 83.6

Family 44.0 6.7 12.0 16.8 5.7 65.0 66.7

Film 56.1 16.7 11.0 33.4 17.7 68.6 59.2

Government 54.8 30.8 8.9 41.5 25.4 55.5 53.4

Internet 47.0 44.8 9.1 44.6 11.7 49.7 55.0

Languages 90.6 60.2 23.8 86.7 52.6 95.0 95.0

Literature 40.3 15.5 7.2 12.1 11.5 26.8 34.2

Music 68.4 8.0 10.4 11.7 11.7 72.4 74.2

Natural disasters 81.9 62.9 29.1 66.3 34.6 99.1 98.3

Olympics 88.6 53.4 10.0 70.2 45.3 76.4 80.0

Optical devices 93.3 26.6 26.4 38.7 23.2 85.2 91.6

Postal system 90.6 50.5 11.5 76.9 66.3 94.3 95.0

Printing 84.2 63.4 42.2 69.0 63.7 86.2 85.5

Sculpture 69.5 34.9 9.8 31.6 25.7 80.1 79.5

Space exploration 88.4 49.5 6.4 67.6 42.8 88.5 89.7

Speeches 79.0 26.5 19.4 40.7 19.2 84.8 84.8

Television 63.5 26.8 33.4 32.3 28.0 71.2 73.8

Transportation 61.8 25.6 26.6 27.5 18.0 66.1 66.5

Writing systems 51.6 17.2 14.3 18.0 23.6 45.4 60.3

Average 73.4 37.8 19.9 46.3 31.3 75.1 77.0

These have been computed on a test set of 250 documents, with ten documents being positive

Table 6 Results in the unbiased setting

User Topic Pos/test
set size

Random TFIDF Wlin Wtext(4) Weye+text
(26)

SVMex SVM-2K

1 Ball games 10/50 25.7 30.7 24.3 27.0 30.2 99.0 99.0

1 Dinosaurs 10/50 25.7 35.9 34.5 30.4 29.3 88.6 88.7

1 Space exploration 10/50 25.7 34.1 31.9 22.0 29.3 76.0 76.1

1 Literature 10/60 21.9 12.3 16.3 15.6 18.3 59.0 59.3

1 Government 10/50 25.7 22.4 29.9 18.5 26.4 67.5 67.8

1 Court systems 10/60 21.9 50.1 56.4 30.0 51.3 72.1 71.9

1 Cities 10/50 25.7 34.8 42.1 20.9 40.3 82.6 82.6

1 Film 10/60 21.9 23.3 16.3 18.8 16.5 77.3 77.1
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Table 6 continued

User Topic Pos/test
set size

Random TFIDF Wlin Wtext(4) Weye+text
(26)

SVMex SVM-2K

1 Sculpture 10/60 21.9 14.8 23.0 15.8 16.4 77.7 78.1

1 Natural disasters 10/60 21.9 20.3 17.5 13.5 16.8 88.4 88.5

2 Education 10/40 31.3 28.0 21.6 23.5 30.8 86.1 86.2

2 Printing 10/40 31.3 46.6 34.0 33.0 34.1 87.1 86.9

2 Writing systems 10/50 25.7 17.0 15.5 15.6 15.2 85.7 85.5

2 Optical devices 10/40 31.3 23.2 25.1 32.7 23.0 89.0 89.1

2 Internet 10/60 21.9 12.8 11.8 12.0 12.4 57.2 57.2

2 Family 10/40 31.3 26.7 17.5 24.5 17.8 76.8 76.8

2 Television 10/50 25.7 17.0 18.1 23.7 17.6 77.7 77.7

2 Speeches 10/40 31.3 26.1 35.9 38.1 33.8 86.0 85.9

2 Postal system 10/60 21.9 24.1 21.7 22.0 26.7 94.7 94.7

2 Languages 10/70 19.1 35.4 31.4 51.3 28.2 99.0 99.0

3 Music 10/60 21.9 26.9 20.8 14.3 26.2 55.8 55.4

3 Olympics 10/50 25.7 39.1 54.4 30.9 43.0 93.5 93.7

3 Astronomy 10/50 25.7 19.2 20.5 24.3 18.4 77.0 77.0
3 Optical devices 10/40 31.3 23.2 21.9 31.7 23.8 89.0 89.1

3 Internet 10/60 21.9 12.8 11.5 12.0 11.3 57.2 57.2

3 Family 10/40 31.3 26.7 28.9 24.9 27.4 76.8 76.8

3 Television 10/50 25.7 17.0 21.7 23.8 23.9 77.7 77.7

3 Speeches 10/40 31.3 26.1 45.0 37.8 47.2 86.0 85.9

3 Postal system 10/60 21.9 24.1 24.2 22.2 24.4 94.7 94.7

3 Languages 10/70 19.1 35.4 44.1 53.1 30.7 99.0 99.0

4 Music 10/40 31.3 28.8 24.1 20.0 25.6 83.5 83.6

4 Olympics 10/60 21.9 30.0 56.8 19.6 53.6 89.0 89.1

4 Literature 10/40 31.3 25.4 25.2 22.5 25.7 72.7 72.7

4 Dinosaurs 10/70 19.1 14.6 23.9 23.0 19.3 81.8 81.5

4 Internet 10/40 31.3 22.2 30.0 26.2 31.6 74.1 74.1

4 Natural disasters 10/50 25.7 19.8 23.0 18.2 24.3 88.1 88.4

4 Court systems 10/40 31.3 38.9 43.5 23.7 49.1 84.0 84.1

4 Education 10/70 19.1 19.3 24.3 18.9 29.1 91.3 91.2

4 Speeches 10/60 21.9 14.6 17.9 15.9 15.2 81.1 81.2

4 Space exploration 10/40 31.3 29.0 30.0 23.9 35.6 92.6 92.7

5 Writing systems 10/40 31.3 23.2 27.0 32.7 33.2 86.0 86.1

5 Postal system 10/70 19.1 22.8 13.7 17.4 16.0 94.5 94.4

5 Transportation 10/50 25.7 24.4 28.9 21.8 27.7 67.8 67.7

5 Languages 10/30 40.2 69.7 66.0 74.1 64.7 99.9 99.9

5 Cities 10/50 25.7 19.3 21.4 20.1 18.5 84.9 84.8

5 Elections 10/30 40.2 54.0 41.2 51.7 43.5 89.3 89.3

5 Astronomy 10/40 31.3 17.3 18.1 18.9 19.2 81.3 81.1
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Table 6 continued

User Topic Pos/test
set size

Random TFIDF Wlin Wtext(4) Weye+text
(26)

SVMex SVM-2K

5 Government 10/60 21.9 24.0 33.2 35.9 26.5 60.3 60.1

5 Optical devices 10/50 25.7 26.7 16.5 19.4 16.5 79.2 79.4

5 Sculpture 10/40 31.3 26.2 24.9 31.4 26.2 85.8 85.8

6 Speeches 10/40 31.3 29.7 54.3 23.3 38.6 87.5 87.5

6 Family 10/50 25.7 13.7 13.0 14.8 12.9 78.3 78.3

6 Education 10/50 25.7 44.7 36.7 27.0 39.9 88.9 89.0

6 Printing 10/60 21.9 18.1 46.9 17.8 38.3 91.4 91.0

6 Space exploration 10/70 19.1 33.8 30.6 18.0 24.9 67.6 67.6

6 Writing systems 10/60 21.9 13.4 23.8 17.3 21.4 52.3 52.1

6 Music 10/80 16.9 11.8 16.9 11.6 17.5 71.6 72.0

7 Transportation 10/50 25.7 18.6 20.5 20.5 20.4 73.1 73.1

7 Ball games 10/50 25.7 43.8 22.3 40.1 22.7 98.7 98.7
8 Optical devices 10/60 21.9 12.5 14.5 13.6 14.7 85.4 85.3

8 Astronomy 10/70 19.1 14.0 15.2 14.3 10.8 67.4 67.4

8 Television 10/40 31.3 27.0 31.9 28.5 32.5 79.9 79.9

8 Film 10/50 25.7 21.0 25.1 20.2 27.1 69.3 69.4

8 Literature 10/30 40.2 27.5 37.8 26.9 37.1 72.1 72.1

8 Dinosaurs 10/50 25.7 28.1 22.3 21.3 24.8 95.9 96.0

8 Space exploration 10/70 19.1 24.3 38.9 14.6 29.4 87.1 87.2

8 Transportation 10/40 31.3 21.6 27.6 36.7 26.5 74.6 74.5

8 Sculpture 10/70 19.1 12.2 19.0 13.6 18.5 70.5 70.5

8 Government 10/50 25.7 14.0 21.8 18.0 24.7 76.3 75.9

9 Television 10/50 25.7 16.2 19.8 21.1 21.3 65.8 66.0

9 Optical devices 10/70 19.1 11.9 15.8 12.0 18.7 56.4 56.4

9 Olympics 10/50 25.7 49.3 44.6 25.6 51.3 90.5 90.6

9 Internet 10/50 25.7 26.0 19.5 17.1 17.0 64.2 64.8

9 Speeches 10/60 21.9 14.1 16.7 13.9 14.2 89.0 89.2

9 Ball games 10/60 21.9 30.2 46.9 40.1 40.1 93.5 93.2

9 Film 10/40 31.3 31.1 43.0 21.0 37.1 79.5 79.5

9 Cities 10/60 21.9 14.9 15.0 17.0 16.0 71.5 71.5

9 Education 10/50 25.7 24.5 35.9 37.8 28.2 77.9 78.4

9 Natural disasters 10/50 25.7 25.1 21.8 20.9 21.6 70.5 70.4

10 Court systems 10/60 21.9 41.9 16.4 19.7 18.4 80.6 80.5

10 Elections 10/60 21.9 32.9 16.6 42.7 18.7 88.9 88.9

10 Printing 10/50 25.7 40.3 67.4 36.6 66.9 92.4 92.3

10 Languages 10/60 21.9 37.7 58.7 22.1 44.2 94.9 94.9

10 Writing systems 10/70 19.1 11.9 17.2 17.4 14.9 70.9 70.7

10 Literature 10/60 21.9 12.6 14.8 13.9 14.1 41.0 40.8

10 Music 10/30 40.2 48.2 32.3 47.6 34.8 81.3 81.3
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Table 6 continued

User Topic Pos/test
set size

Random TFIDF Wlin Wtext(4) Weye+text
(26)

SVMex SVM-2K

10 Astronomy 10/60 21.9 16.8 16.2 24.5 15.5 44.5 44.4

10 Postal system 10/40 31.3 26.3 30.1 30.9 39.6 93.5 93.5

Average 25.7 25.9 28.1 24.8 27.4 80.0 80.0

The size of the test set and the proportion of positive documents in it vary from session to session (third
column)
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